
Goals 
“What you get by achieving your goals is not as important as what you become by 

achieving your goals” 

-Henry David Thoreau 

Your vision is the big picture.  Becoming is the process.  Goals are the specific 
things that need to be achieved.  All three are necessary.  There is a lot of 
information out there teaching how to set goals, using Gary Mack’s SMART 
acronym is what we like.  When setting goals make sure you are in control.  For 
example you might have the goal to make a school team or get a scholarship.  
Both are great long term goals but ultimately, the coach chooses the team and 
the coach decides who gets a scholarship.  Put your energy towards the things 
which will contribute to help you make a school team or get a scholarship.  Use 
the 4 categories of sports (physical, technical, tactical, mental) and set goals from 
each category.  

S-specific 

M-measurable 

A-achievable 

R-realistic 

T-time bound 

Physical Goal 

Specific-touch 9’8 

Measurable-yes 

Achievable-yes I believe I can touch 10 feet 

Realistic-yes I touch 9’7 so I just need 1 inch in a month 

Time Bound-January 22, 2015 



Activities-complete all 6 workouts every week, take 50 approaches 3x week 
focusing on form, measure my touch 3x week 

Technical Goal 

Specific-hit the ball 48 mph 

Measurable-yes 

Achievable-yes I believe I can hit 53mph 

Realistic-yes I hit 46mph now, 2 mph in a month 

Time Bound-January 22, 2015 

Activities-complete all 6 workouts every week, take 100 extra swings 3x week 
standing on a box working on perfect technique (my take back needs to be more 
simple so I can speed up my arm), measure my speed from hitting off the box 3x 
week 

Tactical Goal 

Specific-hit .350% for the first tournament 

Measurable-yes 

Achievable-yes I believe I can hit .350% for the year 

Realistic-yes I’m hitting .362% during scrimmages but I haven’t played in a 
tournament yet 

Time Bound-January 22,23, 2015 

Activities-When I practice my approaches I will take an angled, broad jump 
approach so I can get used to seeing the blockers, when I practice my arm swings 
on the box I will hit half the balls sharp angle and the other half line so I can 
increase my range 

 



Mental Goal 

Specific-read the book The Fearless Mind and write in my mental skills journal 
after every practice about 3 things I did well and 3 things I didn’t do well  

Measurable-yes 

Achievable-yes I can read every day in the car and write in my journal on my way 
home 

Realistic-yes I can read 2 sections a day 

Time Bound-January 22 

Activities-read on my way to school every morning, 45 min on sat and sun, write 
in my journal on the way home from practice and schedule activities during the 
week to make improvements 

Your assignment is to set goals for yourself and share them with your parents, 
coach, and teammates.  Accountability is critical!!! 

 

 


